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Abstract: This talk will summarize efforts in model order reduction applied to practical problems
involving turbulent combustion in rocket engines, where simulation time for full order models
often tends to be unaffordable. The past two decades have witnessed many encouraging
developments in parameterized reduced order models for highly nonlinear time-dependent partial
differential equations (PDEs). This presentation will survey highlights from these methods, some
insights into their success, current limitations, and key applications related to combustion devices.
Innovative approaches including nonlinear manifolds, adaptive enrichment of a basis function set,
nonintrusive methods, modular domain decomposition and multi-fidelity and multi-parameter
modeling will be outlined. The discussion will be from the perspective of recent Air Force
supported research activities in these areas. It will conclude with a presentation of canonical
problems which can identify challenge areas for the development of PDE-based as well as purely
data-driven model reduction methods.
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